Toyota sienna radio replacement

You remove them by prying up on the bottom edge of the panel. There is an official tool for
doing this but my official tool is an electrical-tape wrapped flat-head screwdriver. The thinner
the better in order for you to be able to get it under the panel. I found that the best place to get
under the panel is in the seam where the two pieces below meet:. The left panel has two wiring
connectors and the right one only has one. Each connector has a tab you must press in, in
order to slide out the connector. Be careful not to pull on the wires but pull on the plastic
connector. The front edge of the panel has three tongues that tuck into the top of the stereo so
life tup the back edge and then pull the tongues out of their slots. Here I am lifting it up and out:.
I later learned that I had nicked a chunk out of the dash with my screw driver:. There are two
10mm hex head nuts that secure it. Disconnect the speaker wiring harness. The connector on
my van was wrapped in foam so I had to carefully peal it off. Press the tab down in order to
release the wiring connector:. These 4 screws hold the stereo in place via the bracket that is
screwed to each side of the stereo. Gradually pull the stereo straight out. There are five
connectors, the left three have a tab you must press in, to release them and the two black ones
pull straight out. If your replacement stereo did not come with mounting brackets then you will
need to remove the ones from the old one and place them on the new. There are 4 mm headed
hex screws on each of the two brackets. It is a good idea at this point to test that everything
works on the stereo. I would test it by:. As you are putting the stereo all the way back in place
be aware of the antenna cables and wiring harnesses to make sure they have room. Also be
looking for the center channel speaker wiring connector. There are two posts that stick out of
the dash that the stereo sits down onto to guide in place. Make sure the stereo mounting
brackets are set down onto them:. One thing to note is that there are two tabs on the speaker
that fit down into a notch in the dash so be aware that they must line up:. On the left side there
are two electrical connectors that must be connected first. Make sure they latch into place. On
the right there is only one. This means if you click on an affiliate link and purchase the item, I
will receive an affiliate commission. The price of the item is the same whether it is an affiliate
link or not. Regardless, I only recommend products or services I believe will add value to Share
Your Repair readers. By using the affiliate links, you are helping support Share Your Repair, and
I genuinely appreciate your support. Hi John! About to tackle the power door cable repair it just
happened on our Thanks for the write up! I see that you have heated seats on your van as well.
Have you had any issues with yours? Killer opportunity if you can do a premium write up. Our
Toyota Sienna stereo began to fritz out on us. When you would press the right Audio Control
button for example to adjust the fade , sometimes the stereo would just shut off. Eventually we
were unable to switch it to Auxiliary mode to listen to the audio of the DVD playing in the
backâ€”not good. It came time to swap it out. I purchased a good used one off of ebay. I simply
searched for the number on the front corner of the stereo, A Step 6: If necessary, transfer the
bracket from each side of the old stereo to the replacement. Remove the left and right radio
mounting brackets to install on the new stereo, if necessary Bracket bolt locations Step 7:
Connect the wiring to the replacement stereo. Make sure the stereo mounting brackets are set
down onto them: Make sure the bracket sits down over the post circled above Step 9:
Reconnect the center speaker and reinstall the 2 bolts. One thing to note is that there are two
tabs on the speaker that fit down into a notch in the dash so be aware that they must line up:
Tab on the speaker that fits down into a notch Step Reinstall top center channel speaker grill
panel. Insert the near side with the tabs down into their slots and then press the back side
down. Tags from the story. I love questions and comments and respond to all. Please make sure
to check the "Notify me of new comments via email" box below before clicking "Post Comment"
to be notified when you receive a response. If you do not have an approved comment already,
your comment will not show up until personally approved by me no spam on Share Your Repair!
Cancel reply. More Stories. Search for: Search. Label on top of stereo: Toyota Stereo Model No.
Removing panels on left and right sides of stereo and climate control panel. Prying up the
center channel speaker grill above the stereo. Removing the top panelâ€”you can see the
tongues that slip down into the top edge of the stereo. Press the tab to release the speaker
wiring connector. Removing the 4 bolts that mount the stereo in the dash. Remove the left and
right radio mounting brackets to install on the new stereo, if necessary. The used stereo I got
off ebay had a broken connector. Make sure the bracket sits down over the post circled above.
Reinstalling the top panelâ€”start by inserting the front tabs first. Unsurprisingly many owners
are not clear about the installation and removal. Please go over this stepped article,you
probably will figure our how to deal with it. Please take great care of the dashboard to avoid
scratching it during its detachment and installation. If your replacement stereo did not come
with mounting brackets then you will need to remove the ones from the old one and place them
on the new. It has an attractive interface for you to improve your in-car environment, you can
change the wallpaper and car logo according to your own preference. The car stereo is

equipped with worldwide real-time navigation function of high accuracy. With current location,
speed, mileage, landmark building display, 3D street view, destination search and turn-by-turn
voice directions, it will be your perfect road companion. Perfectly enjoy the new car stereo. My
05 sienna has lost all audio so i need to do some replacements. Mine has the jbl system,
steering wheel controls volume, seek, etc. What else would i need for all components to work
properly? Thanks for the steps! In order to give you a fast solution,we suggest you asked our
after sales staff for help. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content Skip to main
menu Menu. Some tips before the installation: 1. Please disconnect the power before the
installation. Please prepare a lever and a screwdriver before the removal and the installation.
Unplug the vertical panels on left and right as marked with removal tool. Step 2. Disconnect the
wiring behind the both left and right panels. Step 3. Remove the center channel speaker grill
panel above the stereo. Step 4. Then disconnect the speaker wiring harness. Step 5. Remove
the four mm hex head nuts as marked Left side as ,Right side as L: R: Step 6. Step 7. If
necessary, transfer the bracket from each side of the old stereo to the replacement. Step 8.
Check all the accessories for the new Seicane car radio. Step 9. Connect the harnesses to the
back of the new Seicane car radio. Step Turn on the new Seicane car radio to have a careful
check if everything works well. Put the new Seicane car radio into the dash. Put everything into
their original place. All the installation is done. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address
will not be published. Recent Posts. Recent Comments. This listing is for part or sub-assembly
number given below only. Please see the photos to see the radio unit is in in excellent condition
with minor wear as there are no cracks, scratches, or broken tabs. Please make sure that this
part is compatible with your vehicle. Best way to check is to make sure that the part number off
of your old unit matches with this one. Some radios due require additional reprogramming to
unlock them based off of the VIN of your vehicle, please check if that is the case as we are not
responsible for reprogramming your radio or vehicle. This part will fit these makes and models
with these options:. Worked great to replace older, broken unit. Verified purchase: Yes
Condition: pre-owned Sold by: emil I know he has more radios. The product is good, but We
ordered a Toyota radio.. We tried to exchange it but he refused. Verified purchase: No. Great to
be able to replace my broken cd player at such a low cost. Verified purchase: Yes Condition:
pre-owned Sold by: discountoemradios. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: pre-owned Sold by:
1dpcarelectronics. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information
blacktopautoparts Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Read more. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description
or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:. Mokena, Illinois, United States.
Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1
of 2 - Carousel. Add to cart to save with this special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only be
purchasing this item. If you'd like to get the additional items you've selected to qualify for this
offer, close this window and add these items to your cart. Buy only this item Close this window.
Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only.
The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to
complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility
information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2
is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by

blacktopautoparts. There is minor wear on the bezel as there are no cracks, scratches, or
broken tabs. If there are any issues with the item please contact us as soon as you receive it so
we can help you resolve the issue. We offer 1 Day handling on all items and will ship next day of
winning bid. There is a 30 day warranty on all parts from date of delivery. Please also leave us
feedback upon installing the part, this really helps us better server our customers. Shipping and
handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens
in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item
will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
Payment details. Payment methods. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews.
X Previous image. Works great Great to be able to replace my broken cd player at such a low
cost. Exact fit for Sienna X Previous image. Why is this review inappropriate? Back to home
page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. This part will fit
these makes and models with these options: Toyota Sienna; Display and Receiver; AM-FM-CD;
Shipping and Returns Policy If there are any issues with the item please contact us as soon as
you receive it so we can help you resolve the issue. Choose Your Option. We offer an industry
leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and transmissions carry a
1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims on engine warranties
are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block, crankshafts, rockers, and oil
pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached upon purchase, coverage
does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts, hoses, water pumps, or
manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper lubrication. Due to the COVID
pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days
for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48 contiguous U. We do not require a core
charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more local you shop, the more you save off the
shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately business days to process a credit back to
your account and business days for the credit to appear on your account. Note all returns and
cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms : All returns and cancellations may be subject
to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or cancelled by the customer prior to shipping.
No returns without prior authorization from the Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It
is company policy that we receive the original auto part back before sending you a replacement
auto part. The original auto part must be returned using the provided shipping label. The
shipping cost for both the original and the replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the
shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of
the delivery date of the replacement part, the buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the
initial cost of the original auto part minus the initial shipping cost If you have any questions
about the shipping back of the original part, please contact customer service team at Press 2 for
Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units
used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They will need to be replaced b
2004 nissan frontier radio
7700 ford tractor wiring harness diagram
victory ignition
efore installation. Common items that are not guaranteed include but not limited too nuts,
bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables, sensors and other
applicable items depending on the part. If they are not serviceable, such as a pressed-in ball
joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased item may need to be repainted, refinished, or
reupholstered for proper color match. Technical Questions? Contact the webmaster. Shopping
Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select Part Select Make Select
Model Select Year Filters 93 Items. Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping
Returns. This is an original used OEM Radio that's guaranteed to fit a Toyota Sienna with the
applicable vehicle manufacturer's specifications. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID
pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days
for your order to arrive. More Details Less Details. Update Your Location.

